ON THE COVER: THEN-WWII U.S. Army Clark CA-1
Bulldozer – NOW-US Army D9R Armored Bulldozer
and her operator.

MTA 2018 Officers and Key Committee Heads
President- Al Mellini
Tel: 973-723-2166

email: albert.mellini@gmail.com

Vice President- John Sobotka
Tel: 862-266-6284

email: jjsobotka@hotmail.com

Recording Secretary- Carolyn Hoffman
Tel: 862-763-0508

email: ch2112@gmail.com

Treasurer-Ginnie McDevitt
Tel: 845-987-7896

I will be at the August 2nd meeting but miss Sven’s
and be overseas for the September meeting. John Sobotka
will, as usual, be the Master of Ceremonies at Sven’s (no hot
dogs this year) and run the September meeting at the Legion.
I plan to have a dialogue with the members in August
on two policies of the Club I would like to amend. I would also
appreciate any recommendations for future events and I
always welcome suggestions to make our Club stronger.
For those loyal members that can’t make our
meetings, I wish you a safe and happy “rest of summer”. I’ll
see the rest of you at the meeting. This Club has the best
members and I thoroughly enjoy being your President.
Respectfully, Al.

email:

Sergeant at Arms-Andrew Salzano
Tel: 973-831-0920

Membership Chairman- Fred Schlesinger
Tel:908-617-5066

email: fred@mtaofnj.us

Newsletter Editor- Dave Steinert
Tel: 973-347-9091

email: dsteinert@optonline.net

Parade Coordinator- Vacant
Tel:

email:

Swap Meet Chairman- Bill Murphy
Tel: 973-803-9725

email: bmurph411@gmail.com

Webmaster- Rudy Garbely
Tel: 973-800-9251

email:rgarbely@gmail.com

THE NEXT MTA MEETING WILL BE HELD ON
THURSDAY, AUGUST 2nd 2018 AT THE WHIPPANY
AMERICAN LEGION, LEGION PLACE, WHIPPANY,
NJ. MEETING BEGINS PROMPTLY AT 7:30PM. GET
THERE EARLY FOR PIZZA AND OTHER ITALIAN
DELICACIES!

ATTENTION: SVEN JOHNSON’S ANNUAL RED
BALL/MTA PICNIC WILL BE HELD ON SATURDAY
AUGUST 11th. ALL MTA MEMBERS ARE WELCOME!
AS ALWAYS, JOHN SOBOTKA WILL NEED HELP
WITH SET-UP AND CLEAN-UP ON THE DAY OF THE
PICNIC. PLEASE CONTACT JOHN AT 862-266-6284
FOR DIRECTIONS AND FURTHER INFORMATION.
WE NOW SUBSITUTE THE MINUTES WITH SOME
REAL WAR STORIES…

Memorial Weekend in Iraq (2005)
By Richard A. Bammert CSM
Forward Operating Base Speicher
Tikrit, Iraq
29 May 05/1745 Hrs

Military Transport Association
THERE WAS NO MTA MEETING IN JULY SO THERE
ARE NO MEETING MINUTES…
Message from the President
Members, it’s hard to believe the year is more than
half over already. But it’s been very good for us. Membership
is stable, the Swap Meet was our most successful ever, and
the Memorial Day and July 4th parades brought our members
together for great comradery. Our new parade sign-up
systems are in place and will be used next year. We had a
slight burp with the Lyons Hospital Picnic and the decaling of
the Veterans Tribute Engine is moving slowly (RROB will
report on progress at next meeting), but the enthusiasm for
the Club and the respect for our members is strong.
I thought it would be good to squeeze an August
meeting in before Sven’s picnic so I hope to see all the local
nd
members August 2 at the Legion. Our parade revenue and
overall financial condition will be reported at the meeting.
Also, please bring recommendations for donations.
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Hello Friends and Family,
Have just returned from my Memorial
Weekend road trip. It was a lot different
from what a memorial weekend trip would be at
home. I’ll give you the back ground and you
can decide if it was the same as your holiday
weekend. First let me give you the pertinent
details to the trip…
1.

2.
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Had to attend a 42nd Infantry
Division Support Command Logistical
Conference
on
28
May
05.
My
Battalion was giving a report and
attendance
was
mandatory.
Conference started at 1245 hrs on
28 May 05 at Life Support Base
Anaconda, which is about twenty
miles north of Baghdad
Our battalion was over tasked with
CLP (Combat Logical Patrols) on 27
August 2018

and 28
drivers
make up
combine

May 05. Rather then make
from other units have to
a special CLP we opted to
with another mission.

0415 hrs - Wake up and personal hygiene.
0500-0525 hrs - Load vehicle (M-1114) Armored
HUMMV with weapons, personal gear, prep for
CLP.

0855 hrs - Reform and start out of Patrol
Base Omaha and continue south towards LSB
Anaconda.
0950 hrs - Company A M-931 (ten ton tractor
hauling an S & P trailer gets a blow out and
tire gets ripped apart.
950-1015 hrs - CLP forms BOX formation in
middle
of
highway
while
Company
B,
maintenance personnel help drivers change bad
tire. While this is going on, local Iraqi
traffic crosses over into the north bound
lanes and go around us. Tire gets replace in
record time and convoy again moves out
heading south.
1016-1215 hrs - Continue CLP south to LSB
Anaconda. Along the way, the Sheriff (Sheriff
and Handcuff run MSR security and control the
air cover or QRF) calls our CLP Commander and
informs him that there are two US Army Apache
helicopters looking for three men that fired
small arms weapons at the convoy in front of
us. The Apache’s swoop down to within only
feet of the fields trying to flush out the
shooters. We arrive at LSB Anaconda with no
other incidents.

0525-0530 hrs - Drive to Company B staging
area for link up with other vehicles for CLP.
0530-0600 hrs - Safety briefing, Rules of
Engagement, Battle Drills, vehicle order of
march, action on contact, radio call signs,
frequencies for MEDAVAC, Sheriff, Handcuff
and Rifle.
0600-0635 hrs - Wait while Company B, swaps
out M-931 tractor for a different one (Had
wheel leak).
0635-0700 hrs - Line up, move to CP# 6, and
get clearance to move off the FOB from Base
Quick Reaction Force (BQRF).
0700-0715 hrs - Move over to the “Test Fire
Pit” where all Gun Tracks (M-114’s) test fire
their M-2 .50 cal MG, M-240B MG and M249 SAW
(Squad Assault Weapon) All four Gun Trucks
weapons work to perfection.
0715 hrs - Main gate is opened and our twelve
vehicle CLP moves out for Patrol Base (Omaha)
to pick up a broken M-1 Abrams Tank that we
will take to LSB Anaconda. While at Patrol
Base Omaha, we will also drop off a crane
that picks up and moves CONNEX containers.
0800-0855 hrs - Reach Patrol Base Omaha and
after getting inside the wire, post security
while the Company B, drivers down load the
crane and drive it inside the patrol base.
Then personnel from the armor unit have to
jump start the M-1 tank so it can be driven
onto the HET (Heavy Equipment Transporter)
empty, it weights 90,000 pounds.
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1215-1245 hrs - Lunch at chow hall as we all
missed breakfast.
1245-1600 hrs - Attend DISCOM Log Conference.
Hear all kinds of great secret Army stuff.
1600-1700 hrs - Visit PX and Iraqi bazaar.
1700 hrs - Return to CPL staging area to find
out one of the trucks M-931 is having
problems and presently is at the LSB maintain
shop.
1900 hrs - It is decided to leave the truck
that is having problems and go north without
it.
1900-2010 hrs - “Handcuff “calls on the radio
and tells us the MSR is “RED” due to an IED
and we cannot leave the base until it is
cleared by EOD.
2010-2040 hrs - Move the CLP to the gate so
when Handcuff gives us the Green, we are
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ready to go. Get to gate and have to wait as
another unit is first waiting also.
2040 hrs - Move out the gate, all weapons,
locked and loaded weapons on safe. All
vehicle TC’s and gunners put on night vision
goggles. Vehicles drive with head lights on
while TC and gunner scan area for insurgents
or IEDs. Top speed on this CLP at night is 30
MPH.
2140 hrs - CLP is halted by EOD who have road
blocked because they found another IED. We
BOX up and dismount and pull security around
our CLP. Total darkness and everyone is
wearing NVG’s (Night vision goggles).
2230 hrs - Over the radio comes the message
from “Handcuff”, EOD going to blow the IED in
two minutes. From our BOX formation about a
mile away, we see the sky light up as the IED
blows and a few seconds later we hear the
blast and feel the shock wave.

conducting a sweep of the village ahead and
to proceed with caution. Tension is high as
well as the pucker factor. Our CLP commander
sends the lead gun truck (M-1114) ahead to
make sure it is still safe for us to pass.
Lead gun truck (Gun #1) calls back; proceed
at
10mph
in
black
out
drive,
“Rifle”
(mechanized infantry ahead at three’ clock
shooting it out with some alleged Iraqi
insurgents. Our CLP advances riding the left
lane of the north bound MSR. As we approach
the village two M-2 Bradley fighting vehicles
dart across the roadway ahead of us, the lead
Bradley firing his 25mm chain gun cannon. The
muzzle flashes blind me, as I am wearing my
NVG’s.

2240-2320 hrs - In total darkness we saddle
up and prepare to get on the move again. As
the CLP starts north again we cross over into
the south bound lanes of the MSR and drive
till we clear the IED area and can cross over
to the north bound lane. As we do this US
Army Apache helicopters keep flying over our
CLP. The only way you know they are there is
with the NVG’s as they cannot be heard or
seen in the darkness of night. It is
comforting to know that “Handcuff” has them
flying cover for us.

2320 hrs - Our CLP clears “Rifle” enjoying
themselves using all that expensive US Army
“Official” equipment.
2322-0031 hrs - Our CLP continues north at
about 30 MPH, we are dying from the heat and
the stress. I am soaked under my full IBA,
inside the M-1114, armored HUMMV. Even
through the vehicle air conditioning is on,
the gunners hatch is open and the hot air
comes in as the cooler air goes out.
0032-0035 hrs
Police
check
Speicher.
2320 hrs - While driving north just before
getting onto the Samarra by-pass bridge,
there is a huge explosion about one mile
ahead of us. After the flash from the
explosion we see “Green and white” tracers
going up into the sky in front of us.
Gunners check their machine guns, while we
try to contact either “Handcuff” or the
“Sheriff” to see if they know about the
flash. They call back and tell us “Rifle” is
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- We clear the last Iraqi
point
before
nearing
FOB

0035-0050 hrs - Our CLP advances up to the
main gate after we get clearance from “BackA-Rack Mike”. As each vehicle passes the
Check Point, we have to authentic with the
correct password. All this is done in
darkness, as at night, there are no lights on
at the gate. I have been wearing my NVG’s
since we left LSB Anaconda and my eyes are
about to fall out of my head from the eye
strain. You begin to think everything is
green.
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0050-0115 hrs - Pass on over to the weapons
clearance barrels where everyone gets out of
the vehicles and unloads their weapons and
clears them so there are no neglect discharges
(accidently shoot someone). After that there is
an After Action Report on the mission before
anyone is released back to their companies.
0120 hrs - Pull up at Battalion Headquarters
and help the driver and gunner off load weapons
and ammo. Refuel can wait till morning.

They met at a place in Sussex called Yetter’s
Diner,
where the breakfast there could not have been
finer.
With stomachs full and energy to spare,
they began their journey with flamboyancy and
flair.

0130 hrs - Thank my driver with a hug and tell
him to get to bed, he tells me to follow my own
advice and do the same. I grab my rucksack and
head back to my trailer and lights out. By time
I got back to my trailer and drank another
bottle of water, it had been 22 hours since I
had gotten up to start my “Memorial Weekend
Drive”.
So that’s my story. Got some daytime pictures
to show what went on, but could not take any
pictures at night, because of the camera flash.
Someone would see the flash, think it is gun
fire, and then open fire on your sorry ass!
There is a “WAR” on over here you know?
A little long, but that is how things sometimes
go. In World War II, they called it either
FUBAR or SNAFU.

Richard A. Bammert
CSM

We interrupt our regularly scheduled programing of
military vehicles, military weapons, and military
equipment for a little classier entertainment for our
female audience…poetry!

The trail took them first through the woods of
Stokes,
to the top of Sunrise Mountain and a gathering
of motorcycle folks.

Five U.S. Army Peeps…I Mean Jeeps!
By David Steinert

There once was five U.S. Army Peeps.
But, thankfully, they are now called Jeeps.
That converged on a Sunday in June,
for a trail ride that would end in the early
afternoon.

It was a grand view from the top of that hill,
to see the fertile valley and the farms below,
was certainly a thrill.
Onward they drove over peaks and dales like
champs,
stopping at the 1930s home of the CCC camps.
MTA of NJ Newsletter
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From there the convoy made its way to a lake,
stopping briefly for a stretch and the sight of a
skin of a snake.
Continuing their trail ride past the only
documented volcano in the State,
They ended their journey at the Space Farms
before it was too late.
While reminiscing about the day over pizza and
drink,
the skies opened up and the five Peeps…I mean
Jeeps, disappeared in a blink.

We now continue with our regularly scheduled
programing of military vehicles, military weapons,
military equipment and the continuing…
Letters From Korea Part VII
By Capt. Bill McKelvey
4 April 1959: Today was one of those good days.
I spent all afternoon typing out a new SOP for
our 7th Div. HQ (mail) distribution section. I
guess I must have impressed Sgt. Murphy because
he talked to Capt. Barger and swayed him into
letting me off the upcoming field problem so I
can attend the Religious Retreat. This afternoon
the First Sgt. came into our office and wanted
to know who was on the Honor Guard and if not,
why. Before he left everyone in our office was
on it except me, as I was soon to depart...The
First Sgt. inspected our Quanset hut and
declared that they had put the wall up for the
Sgt.
quarters
on
the
wrong
end
of
the
structure...
We
all
nearly
broke
out
laughing...I have guard duty tonight but I’m not
complaining because it is only a two hour post.
I was in such a good mood that I treated four of
the guys from our hut to a beer up at the club.
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While we were there, all the lights in the
division went out and stayed off for almost an
hour. They are installing the new high tension
lines up from Uijombu which will replace the six
huge diesel generators which they have been
using. While I was in the
guard house I met a new
kid who had just come from
the States - Beaumont Army
Hospital!
He
confirmed
that it is one of the best
duty posts in the Army
(US).
No
reveille,
PT,
guard
duty,
KP
or
harassment, and to top it
off some of them there
only work four days a
week!
There
is
nothing
stopping
soldiers
there
from getting a good part
time job on the outside. I
will be getting a $25 a
month raise after I have two years in the Army.
All in all things are looking good.
6 April 1959: Sgt. Murphy gave me the afternoon
off because I did extra CQ duty in the office. I
decided to go over to 40th Armor with the SMS
Couriers to get some photos of their tanks. It
was a rough ride but I got my photos. Friday
morning Hunt gave me some Classified mail to
give to the Courier when he arrived at HQ. When
they came I got their signature and gave the bag
to them. He had 8 bags, but when he got to the
airstrip he had only 7 bags...The one which was
missing was the Classified one...On Saturday a
civilian from the Counter Intelligence Corp.
came and asked me a lot of questions, but I had
the signature! Our office is clear because SMS
signed for it. Sunday morning I went down to
Seoul to visit the East Gate trolley car barn
and then rode the interurban trolley to the Han
River. I hitched a ride back to downtown Seoul
on a military Jeep and got more streetcar
photos. Then I went up on the roof of a
department store to take more photos. Lastly I
went to the 8th Army Retreat Center - it is
located on a pleasant hillside. It costs $4 for
the Korean workers they employ.
They have a
library, a game room and a yellow stucco church.
Korean waitresses serve the meals and there is
plenty to eat. There are about 50 guys here.
They are lax here on uniforms - they don’t
require hats or scarfs and actually discourage
saluting
but
they
make
up
for
it
with
sermons...Last night we went to a Salvation Army
meeting in Seoul.
During the service they
honored the “short timers” like me. One woman an American missionary was born in Korea. This
afternoon we saw General Decker coming from the
golf links in Seoul. Yesterday they gave us a
sex knowledge test, and according to their
scale. I knew too much for not being married. On
the contrary, when we got the tests back
everyone found out that they didn’t know half as
much as they thought...I got 23 wrong out of a
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possible 80. Signed out of the Retreat Center
this morning and got the bus back to Seoul. Saw
the Honor Guard parade for 4 Star General
Lemnitzer. Got back to 7th Div. HQ Saturday
morning in time to take CQ for Hunt for $3.
They finally found the missing Classified mail
bag. It was in the back of the SMS office under
a pile of other mail bags. Sgt. Murphy just
proved that he is a fanatic...
He got 200
rounds of ammo and went up the hill with 30
round clips to see how the carbine handles on
full automatic.

14 April 1959: Sunday evening they had a good
brush fire on the side of the mountain behind
our company. Later, Litenauer went over to the
PX and got two of the biggest bags of French
fries that I have ever seen (he has friends who
work there)...They made a pile a foot high - all
for 20¢. It took four of us to eat all of
them...My weight as of today is 175 and gaining.
Now that Spring is in full bloom, all the hills
over here are covered with beautiful pink
flowers. The Sgt. Major next door recently put
the office boy on a schedule.
He is to be in
each of the two offices for 8 hrs. apiece (16
hrs. total per day, 6 days per week). For this
he gets paid $29 per month... At 5pm I went to
get a photo of the cannon being fired...The
trouble is that when it went off I jumped and I
am sure the picture will be totally blurred. A
soldier from another unit came to the office
looking for a blank Army form. I got it for him
and he gave me a cigarette lighter...Seems
Lightenauer, the forms control guy, has everyone
under his thumb. When units order the blank
forms he tells them that we are out of
stock...So, they send someone over when they
really need them. Litenauer says to them: “Well,
what have you got to trade?” He has a nice
little business going...They got our area all
cleaned up for the visit of Gen. Lemnitzer.
There was a huge pile of rocks along the curb by
our office. They had a group of Korean laborers
load them all into a truck. Right after the
General departed they drove the same truck back
and dumped all the rocks in the very same
spot...
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15 April 1959: As of tomorrow I will have only
16 more days in HQ Co. They have just initiated
a new service - now every morning our houseboy
makes our coffee just the way we want it, and
serves it to us...The distance between Seattle
where my return ship will dock and El Paso, TX
is 2202 miles and I will get 6¢ per mile advance
travel pay or $132 before I leave Korea. In the
package I just sent home is a pair of white
“Ittewa” shoes / slippers which all the Koreans
wear.
17 April 1959:
The day before yesterday the
34th
Infantry
Enlisted
Men’s
club
burned
down...I spoke to Sgt. Guthrie about me taking
the College GED test and he said that it would
be OK now that I have only a few days left. It
is a 10 hour test in four parts. I will be able
to transfer my unfinished correspondence courses
to El Paso.
There have been rumors that the
tours over here will be cut to 12 months, but I
doubt it. Yesterday afternoon we had a bad wind
and rain storm and it blew in two of our office
windows. Last night I went to the movies and saw
“The Journey” with Yule Bryner and Deborah Kerr
- it was real good! I had guard duty last night
and will again on Sunday nite - the last for me!
Since 15 October I have had guard duty 25 times
and I pulled it for other guys for $$ 14 times.
This afternoon I went to the ED Center and took
part two of 4 parts of the GED test. Got done
early and had my camera with me so I got some
photos of tanks and APCs getting washed in the
river bed.

To add or remove listings from the Classifieds, please email
Dave Steinert at dsteinert@optonline.net or call 973-347-9091.
For Sale: World War II Jeep MB GPW front end differential assembly
complete from break drum to break drum, also includes all steering connector
assembly including Bell crank and connecting rods. Good condition $140. 8
combat rim interlocking rings for World War II MB GPW. $45 for all 8
rings. Located in Long Valley New Jersey must pick up. Call Gary Schultz at
973-207-8955.
For Sale: M36ww; has heater, hard cab, troop seats: M185wow van with
work benches in van body; M915 with Allison trans, M818ww, hard cab,
heater, M871 28 foot platform trailer with pin locks, 6K RTFL with Detroit
engine. Except RTFL, all vehicles have clean New Jersey titles. All vehicles
except RTFL have spare tires. All located in Mahwah, NJ. Call 201.310.8615
Mountain std time 1600-2200.E-mail shadyside1983@gmail.com. For sale by
member Philip Francis, 1341 N. Barkley, Mesa, AZ 85203, 201.310.8615
For Sale: Replica 81mm mortar. M1 tube and bi-pod. M4 sight. Has incorrect
M23A1 two piece base (Nam era?). The tube is original with 1 pin cross
welded and a dummy cup welded on. Comes with one practice round (inert)
in a newer tared tube. And a wooden ammo crate. Asking $3000.00 . Will
take a M35a2 ring mount in trade. Kirk Stinson 862-209-0933
For Sale: 1939 Chevy Pickup, rolling frame, engine, trans, rear, good running
condition, 1999 S10 Cab front clip bed, $300. I have many Jeep and M37
parts for sale, call Tom Weaver @ 973-627-9448.
Wanted: Folding troop seats or hardware for the cargo bed of a deuce. Call
or contact Bill McKelvey 908-4649335 or mckelvey@lhry.org.
Wanted : Rims for a Ford F250 16" x 6" 8-Lug (6.6") Bolt Pattern Rim. Call
Bob @ 973-226-9289.
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Military Transport Association
P.O. Box 393
Budd Lake, NJ 07828
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The next MTA monthly meeting
nd
will be held on August 2 2018
7:30PM at the Whippany American
Legion Hall, Legion Place,
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